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they became overwhelmed,” he explained.
“It was stimuli overload-they did not know
where to start.”

A critical analysis and solution
Cone’s team audited all of the Skillsoft
assets to determine what was being used
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and what was not. They also wanted to
determine why some of the content was
easily adopted and others were not.
“We found that any Skillsoft content that was
pre-packaged in a very specific format that
aligned to a specific skill or competency was
what was being consumed,” Cone said. “On
the flip side, we also saw that our users did
not find searching for individual courses or
videos via a giant search engine meaningful.”
But Cone had an idea.
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flexibility he needed, Cone and his team started developing short,
focused portals they referred to as bento boxes.

The bento box approach
ACTIVE’s Talent Development team learned Skillsoft’s editing
tools and started creating custom portals packed with what Cone
described as “bite-sized learning assets.” They call these custom
portals learning bento boxes, a hybrid of Skillsoft and ACTIVE
Network proprietary content, with a balanced mix of formal,
informal and social learning.

Each competency aligns to an existing
module within Leadership Advantage.
“Every month, learners see a new module,”
Cone says. “They see goal-setting in
September, strategic planning in October and
so on. We limited the amount of content so
it’s not overwhelming, and it’s presented in a
way that reinforces the skill or competency
we want to build.” The program also includes

learning-based leadership blogs, where
program participants reflect on what they’re learning and how they
are applying the concepts in their role.

What’s next for ACTIVE Network?
ACTIVE Network learners, including Millennials, Boomers and
Traditionalists, all gave the bento boxes positive feedback. Cone
and his team knew they were on the right track.
“Our talent development strategy going forward centers around
the bento box,” Cone says. The team has begun developing bento
boxes for Six Sigma certification, project management, Ruby on
Rails, HR onboarding, compliance, time management, call center

Cone and his team update the bento box content monthly, based
on the types of assets getting the most use. “We weren’t going
to build something and then just walk away. We want to see what
users are consuming, then give them more content like that to
keep it fresh and appetizing,” Cone says.
The ACTIVE Network Talent Development team piloted the new
bento boxes in the creation of the company’s high-potential leader
program portal. Cone says the program is structured like an

support and performance management.
“Any specific skill or competency we need to develop gets pulled
out and made into a bento box,” says Cone.
Cone calls the evolution of learning at ACTIVE Network the result
of a collaborative effort. “We were able to come up with a cool
idea, but we couldn’t have made this happen without Skillsoft and
TELUS listening,” he says.
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